A few examples of doubts relating to metric data

- The problem with $k$-* and $v$-* kerning; the file roman.mf reads:

```
% three degrees of kerning:
k#:=-.5u#; kk#:=-1.5u#; kkk#:=-2u#;
ligtable "k":
    if serifs: "v": "a" kern -u#, fi
    "w": "e" kern k#, "a" kern k#,
        "o" kern k#, "c" kern k#;
```

The kern pair $k$-a appears in TFM s of serif fonts twice: first with the value $-u#$, next with the value $k#$, i.e., $-0.5u#$; moreover, there are no $v$-a, $v$-c, $v$-e, and $v$-o kern pairs in sansserif fonts, although there are $k$-c, $k$-a, $k$-e, $k$-o, $w$-a, $w$-c, $w$-e, and $w$-o kern pairs in these fonts...